
Federal Reserve policy and implementation clearly
influence real estate and all other economic sectors.

The sensitivity of real estate to financial mar-
kets has been enormously heightened by the explo-
sion h securitization of its debt and equity
interests. Market makers in these securities often
price them to provide expected yields quoted as
various basis point spreads above U.S. Treasury
yields for like maturihes. Thus, changes in items
such as mortgage rates which previously might
have been slow to transpire, now occur almost im-
mediately with capital market fluctuations. While
many government officials, economists and finan-
cial analysts have questioned the wisdom of the
Federal Reserve in raising interest rates, no one has
questioned the authority and ability of the Fed to
do so. What is the precedent for the Federal Reserve
to handle its monetary poliry missions? How did it
attain its present prominence? How does it work?

Creation And Missions Of Federal Reserve
As a result of bad depression experiences and
money crises over the nation's early vears, Congress
in 1913 created the Federal Reserve Svstem to be
our central bank with the following missions: to be
a lender of last resort and to promote orderly
growth of our economy. The intent was to prevent
further financial crises resulting from unbalanced
capital flows throughout the country. When cre-
ated, the system was divided into 12 districts, each
with a reserve bank and all governed bv a seven
member Board of Governors appointed by the Pres-
ident. Governors have 14-year terms and the chair-
man is appointed to a four-vear term by the
President. The Fed, as it is called, is a completely
independent body with enormous economic clout.
Congress frequently makes noises about restricting
its powers, but so far that has not happened. Fed-
eral Reserve formulates and implements our na-
tion's monetary policy, and in the process regulates
capital availabilitv and flows. Though much more
could be said about composition and missions, we
will plunge into the matter of monev and Fed's in-
fluence on interest rates, the item of prime impor-
tance to real estate people.

Credit Regulation Tools
Money
As counselors we talk about and are involved in
real estate investments. They relate to land, bricks
and mortar, but are, in fact, only one commodity;
money. [n our markets an investment usually com-
bines a substantial portion of debt capital, mort-
gage and a smaller amount of equitv venture
funds. Like it or not, we are involved in monetary
affairs, and ll€ owe it to our clients to be reasona-
bly informed.

Money has a cost and a value. The cost is ex-
pressed as an interest rate, the cost to hire funds for
a venture. Value has a global quality; it is an ex-
change concept. What can money be exchanged for
in terms of goods, services and other nations' cur-
rencies. Since capital cost and value are subject to
continuing market variations, a real estate invest-
ment's lalue must fluctuate similarly. Cost, or inter-
est rates, are the products of supply and demand
laws. Demand for funds is created by the ongoing
activities of the general economy. However, supply
is a reasonably controlled factor, and in the United
States the Federal Reserve is l/re regulating agenry
Clearly, variations in supply will cause interest rate
fluctuations with a myriad of impacts throughout
the economy, particularlv in the very interest-
sensitive arena of real estate investment.

ReserLte Requiretnent
For Federal Reserve to carry out its missions, Con-
Bress Bave it the necessarv tools to regulate money
and credit. There are three separate but interrelated
devices. First, there is the resen e requirement. With
fairly recent legislation, most banks are compelled
to be members of the reserve system, especially
those controlling the bulk of the nationt deposits.
Ont' requirement of membership is to maintain
rvith Fed a reserve account calculated as a percent-
age of the institution's deposits. There are varying
percentages for different deposit types; we have a

fractional reserve system. Funds in the account are
regarded as sterilized. They cannot be used in the
member bank's business, and they earn no interest.
Fed can vary reserve requirements from time to
time, and by so doing, either makes more loanable
money available to banks or withdraws and steril-
izes additional funds. In recent years, this credit
regulation tool has not been extensively used for
changing capital availability

Discount Rnte

The second tool is the discount rate. A privilege of
Fed membership is the right to borrow from the
central bank. If business is booming and loan de-
mand is intense, banks might be interested in ac-
quiring funds to accommodate its customers. The
interest rate Fed charges its borrowing members is
called the discount rate. Obviously, a low rate has
an expansive effect in that it facilitates lending ac-
tivity, while a high rate has the opposite effect. Fed
does not give members free and unlimited access to
borrowing. It watches the bankhg svstem carefullv
for signs that institutions might be overexpanding
their lending and thereby promoting inflation. Fed
considers the latter our economy's most dangerous
malady. At present, the discount rate is not the
primarv tool for credit regulation, but it is an effec-
tive device used by the reserve system to signal
financial markets about its economic and monetarv
views, particularly on inflation.

THE
WASHINGTON
REIT
STRATEGY:
FINANCING,
INVESTMENT
AND
MANAGEMENT-

/r\ f the 245 REITs identified by the National As-
I I sociation of Real Estate lnvestment Trusts
Ll lNenetq for the 20-year period 1972 to l9l,
on.ly 15 existed for the entire time.r The average
exchange listed real estate investment trust (REIT)
existed for less than ten years and the portfolio of
REITs had a Z0-year annual compound return of
8.597o; equity REITs had an annual compound re-
turn of 9.55%. By contrast, the Washington REIT
(WRIT) had an annual compound rate of return of
15.04%. Why the difference? Why has the WRIT
consistently outperformed other REITs? Frank
Kahn, WRIT's chief executive officeq, says it is be-
cause of WRIT's unique and steadfast strategy of
Iow debt, concentration on growth, attention to
management, diversification across property types,
commitment to quality properties and the firm's
commitment to its investorsz.

The research described in this article attempts
to outline the WRIT strategy: financing, investment
and mana8ement. It concentrates on the financing
and investment aspects of strategy, but manage-
ment and governance issues are identified. The
source data is from annual reports and financial
statements from the WRIT and personal conversa-
tions with Frank Kahn, other WRIT officials, and
industry analysts. The purpose of the research is
threefold: to identify the key ingredients in WRITT
strategy, to elaborate these ingredients in terms of
principles and to develop testable implications.

WRIT's Corporate Strategy
Financing
WRIT takes a unique approach to financing real
estate. lt prefers to finance with equity capital and
to issue that capital to noninstitutional investors.
Thus, its conservative management and growth ori-
ented investment policies afford a low cost of equity
capitals. That debt reduces its flexibility to under-
take, maintain and control the investment mix.{
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Low Debt Policy
Kahn says that a key part of WRIT's strategy is the
maintenance of a low- to-no-debt policy. This seems
contrary to conventional wisdom in real estate in-
vesting. First, real estate is considered to be low
risk and thus appropriate for leverage potential,
and second, leverage offers tax shields. Howeve,
WRIT offers answers to these traditional notions.
Real estate is not a sure thing and thus alr.r,ays has
inherent risk not only from the business cycle fluc-
tuations in realty use, but from potential structural
shifts in demand from sources such as office hotel-
ing and space reductions from technological inno-
vations, etc. More importantly, risk comes from the
operating company. The REIT can be, and often is,
organized in a way that affords significant manage-
ment fees and adverse incentive problems. Also,
there is interest rate and refinancing risk over the
business cycle.

Next, the tax benefits of debt to REIIs are un-
clear. In a REfI, 957c of the net income is passed
through to the stockholders and not taxed at the
corporate level. Thus, the normal tax benefit at the
corporate level is not available for the REIT
organizational form. Howe and Shillhg (1988) make
a similar argument in their research on REIT capital
strucfure and security offerings.5 Capozza and Lee
(1994) provide an empirical investigation of the debt
benefits to REITs and find no positive association
between debt and REIT value.

Lastly, debt offers a firm the opportunity to
grow too fast. In an expansive market, debt will
allow the firm to concentrate on expansion instead
of operations; a pay as you grow poliry will con-
strain management to expand slower and accept the
better opportunities. Thus, the lack of debt may
reduce the hubris investment problem. For exam-
ple, Roll (1986) indicates that management may be
too ophmistic in terms of valuing potential takeover
targets. In the same context, Kahn argues that
firms may be too optimistic about both their inter-
nal and external growth potential and that debt
allows them to grow too rapidly-both in terms of
selecting projects that have insufficient retum and
in terms of ability to manage the acquired assets
and their debt.

ln addition to the arguments made by WRIT's
management, the finance literature also offers rea-
sons for low-to-no-debt poliry Smith and Watts
(1993) find that industries with high growth poten-
tial are characterized by low debt, Iow dividend
payout and low dividend yields.6 The general thesis
is that higher growth firms do not want to give extra
value to the bondholders and also do not want restric-
tions on their ability to achieve the potential higher
returns from growth.T Thus, to the extent that REITs,
such as WRIT, have significant growth opportuni-
ties, there is reason to pursue a low-debt poliry.

Non-lnstitrttional Equ ity
WRIT consistently attempts to avoid institutional
investors. Road shows are seldom undertaken to
educate institutions about WRIT; rather individual
investors or institutions relv on the record. Even
with this lack of institutional investors, WRIT has
succeeded in getting the message out to the public
through investment houses and brokers. WRIT
consistentlv receives buy recommendations from
industry advisorv groups,8

While WRIT consistently has achieved a market
for its shares and continues to receive good reviews
from industrv analysts, whv does WRIT not favor
institutional shareholders? Kahn indicates that in-
stitutions have a stronger preference for immediate
high yields that would tend to push a REIT into
more speculative investments. This is contrary to
a more conservative steadv long-term growth
oriented approach that is far.'ored by WRIT.

This is potentially in contrast to finance theories
which suggest that large insider holdings and insti-
tutional holdings may help monitor management
behavior. For example, Demsetz (1986) argues that
large shareholders who are non-management in-
siders, help to effectively monitor firm activiry The
implication is that ownership concentration may
lead to increased firm value. This is consistent with
Stulz's (1988) work which suggests that high levels
of insider holdings tend to make effective manage-
ment changes difficult.

Investment
WRIT pursues an investment strategy that has two
components: long-term growth potential and niche
selection. The key to a sustained growth policy in
dividend payout and acquisition is to create an in-
creashg cash flow from growth in operating in-
come. WRIT rarely sells a propertye and never for
cash to meet dividends or operating considerations.

Long-tenn Crowth Potential
WRIT attempts to select properties with growth in
earnings potential. Typically, a new acquisition will
be where WRIT management already has expertise
and some expectation on the improved uses of the
property. Thus, growth appears to be more from
understanding the market niche than from general
market growth already priced by analysts in exist-
int property values. A good example is the acquisi-
tion of the office complex at 7700 Leesburg Pike.
This complex had a poor market profile, a lack of
adequate design for movement of office workers
and client traffic (for example, one elevator serving
two wings of a semicircular building), and an un-
defined market niche. WRIT viewed 7700 Leesburg
as a destabilized property (having an occupancy
rate of iust over 60%1, and thus expected to buy the
property at a price that would allow reasonable

FEDERAL
RESERVE'S
INFLUENCE ON
REAL ESTATE
INVESTMENTS

by James E. Gibbons, CRE

fn he Federal Reserve continues as a /tr-lf news
I item. Everl,day newspapers are filled with
I. fed's latest monetary moves, replete with

speculations on what may happen next. TV and
radio news broadcasts cover Federal Reserve Chair-
man Greenspant reports to Congress and his grill-
ing bv supportive and not so supportive legislators,
including the Banking Committee chair. President
Clinton appears compelled to express mild support
for Fed policies; financial markets reflect fear and
trembling waiting for the next meeting of the Open
Market Committee; developers and mortgage
bankers offer public pronouncements about the ef-
fects of higher interest rates on the economy. In the
center of all this excitement is the Fed.

Federal Reserve As Inflation-Fighter
In early February 1994 Federal Reserve lifted the
Fed Funds rate target. Fed opined that while infla-
tion was largely under control, it took the step as a
pre€mptive strike to deter a future surge. A similar
rate hike was made seven weeks later. Whatever the
intent, the results saw an increase in the funds rate
from 3.07o lo 3.5Vc, and, to the surprise of many
including Fed, durhg this interval the U.S. Treas-
ury 30-year bond rate moved up from about 67c to
over 77. and mortgage rates rose more than 1%.
The two Fed moves, advertised as cutting inflation
off at the pass to hold down long-term interest
rates, produced an opposite effect; bond prices fell
sharply and yields soared. lnstead of stabilizing
markets, a distinctly bearish atmosphere emerged.
The results have shown investors as thorougly rat-
tled. What does Fed know about inflation that they
do not?

The negative attitude is so pronounced that it
has spilled over to the equity markets. Real estate
also is experiencing a similar sharp run-up of mort-
gage interest rates, which if they continue, will have
to impact industry investment performances and
values. Capitalization and discount rates, critical in-
vestor considerations, are composite money rates,
and as such are market elements influenced by fluc-
tuating capital availability and cost. New and exist-
ing residential sales as well as home building may
slow down. Such adversity can produce wide-
spread repercussion, since these items have been
major props to the recent economic recovery. Thus,

lames E. cibbons, cRE, is diralot ol lantaica Sali,rls Ba k,
NelL' Yo't and Easler Realtu hnest ent Corqration, Wash-
i,r,qton, DC. He uus dircctot ol lhe Manhallan Lile lnsurata.c
Comptrq au.! Ba,krrs Tn$l Company, Ne?J, York, and fu is a

Nsl feside l of Tlt Cou,r.clors of Real Eslale.

The information in this article was recently presented as
an introduction to the 1994 High Level Confurence on
"CAPITAL: Who Has It, Who Wants It, and Holv Do We
Cet [t?," sponsored by The Counselo$ of Real Estate.
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Certain Realities
Regardless of the disposition strategy decided
upon, an institutional sPonsor must recognize that
investors will price assets based on property level
cash flows and assumed improvements in perfor-
mance to be obtained under the investor's steward-
ship. There is no question that value resides in
properties rt'hich benefit from more hands-on prop-
ertv and asset management. Investors will perceive
this upside and price assets with that Performance
recovery in mind.

A portfolio-level asset disPosition is a reason-
able strategy if the following can be achieved:

r Certaintv and swift resolution of the real estate
portfolio disposition and delivery of cash or secu-
rities to the institution in lieu of the real estate
obligation.

r Shorter length of time and lower overall cost
rather than proceeding with individual loan fore-
closures, remediation and REO sales.

r Swifter resolution of public PercePtion of real es-

tate problems.

While debt capital is not Presently available in
most real estate markets for individual asset Pur-
chases, surprisingly investors in portfolio pool pur-
chases have experience in structuring debt
transactions from a variety of financial sources,
many with lower cost debt including the credit
arms of major agricultural and manufacturing
corporations.

While the press has become familiar with the
portfolio asset sale process and the Private investor
base has been educated on potential upside yields,
the market also has established a current range of
values for such portfolio sales *'hich unfortunately
have tended to produce large discounts over book
value. There is recent evidence that prices are mi-
grating upwards. Certainly there is room for inves-
tors to expect a wide variety of institutional
investors to offer portfolios of institutional quality
over the next decade.

Conclusion
Financial institutions may have to seek alternatire
disposition for their portfolios of owned real estate,

current commercial mortgage holdings or non-
performing loans. This is due to pressures from
regulatory agencies, public perceptions on corPo-
rate stock prices held down by underperforming
real estate and lackluster real estate demand poten-
tials over the next decade resulting from demo-
graphic shifts, global comPetition and corporate
downsizing.

Many institutions have significantly staffed up
to handle the management resPonsibilities of in-
creased real estate ownership including involun-
tary ownership through foreclosures. However,

pressures may vet mount through neu' risk based
capital requirements for the life industrv to man-
date portfolio dispositions at a broader scale.

While distressed real estate, such as that held
by the RTC, has been the subject of large scale bulk
sales, securitization and special purpose hybrid
partnerships, the institutional portfolios have stood
apart. Strategies available to financial institutions
have a wide range of impact on eventual sale price
and level-of-effort. The scale of most maior institu-
tional portfolios will require a blend of approaches
to maximize both value and human resources arail-
able for an orderly disposition process.

Many strategies, particularly the formation of
Real Estate lNestment Trusts, are vehicles to con-
vert the risk profile of the asset pool to a marketable
security. Several institutions will combine portfolios
and create special purpose management teams to
operate the combined portfolios under a REIT or
securitized pool format. As institutions n'ork dotvn
the chain of safe investment, the capital markets
may provide the best opportunity to qualify real
estate investment vield parameters and serve to val-
idate or challenge portfolio hold/sell decisions.

rents e\€n after renovation of key ProPerty comPo-
nents. The location's plan was for a primary office
complex of small bushess tenants. It was expected
that a reasonable price for the proPerty would allow
the WRIT officials to comPete t'ith good rents in
the small office space market. Additionally, they
put money into the property to remedy the existing
functional obsolescence. Walls were moved and a

second elevator was installed to allow for more con-
venient client access. The office complex was stabi
lized as of mid-1993 with 100% occupancy of
existing space achieved by late 1993. There are

plans to expand the rentable area of the building.
Thus, growth has been achieved in three ways:
more tenants for current space, higher rents due to
better services and functional building improve-
ment and more tenants exPected after the
expansion.

Niche Concentration
WRIT officials believe in staying with what they
know. Deals have been offered from Baltimore to
New York, and all have been consistently declined.
Their philosophy is to buy what they understand,
buy with a purpose in mind, buy with expected
growth in revenues from rent increases and square
foot expansions and manage within the focus.
WRIT's niche involves two asPects. First, to remain
primarily in the DC metroPlex, a market essentially
within a one hour drive from the home office. Sec-

ond, to own and manage what are known in the
industrv as B-grade properties. These ProPerties
are mid-sized and mid-priced, serving primarily
higher scale local and national tenants in non-prime
but select locations and generally in need of quality
manatement for success.

Concentration on known areas of expertise is
supported by research in the management litera-
ture. Prahalad and Hamel (1990) argue that suc-
cessful corporations concentrate on core
competencies. Ehrhardt (1994) also artues that
firms should reiect apparent net Present value pro-
jects that are not aligned r.r'ith their strategic goals.
He argues that cash estimates and Potential out-
comes have higher risk because the firm does not
have experience with such proiects. Thus, there
may be a tendencv to overestimate revenues and
underestimate costs. Both Prahalad and Hamel's
and Ehrhardt's arguments are consistent with
WRIT's philosophy and Roll's thesis (called the
hubris hypothesis) that firms tend to Pay too much
for acquisitions.

Diwrsity Atruss Propertq Types

WRIT attempts to diversify across ProPerty tyPes,
but does not diversify across economic regions.
Property type diversification has been shown to
have significant risk-return benefits. For example,
Miles and McCue (1982) found the correlation coef-
ficient between REITs that held office ProPerty

versus REITs that held retail ProPerty was 0.48.
Firstenberg, et al, (198D also found that ProPerty
type was crucial in determining the best trade-off in
constructing an efficient investment frontier How-
ever, none of these sfudies demonstrates why inves-
tors could not create their own diversified portfolio
of REITs which individually concentrated on single
property types. There is also evidence that eco-
nomic geographical diversification is useful (see the
works of Hartzell, Heckman and Miles [1986] and
Hartzell, Shulman and Wurtzebach [1987], and Pol-
lakowski, Wachter and Lynford [192] for details).

Thus, in general, we believe there is no reason
to expect that such benefits will accrue to firms that
pursue strategies where inrestors can choose port-
folios from the market of undiversified REIIs. An
exception is those instances where the market is too
thin to allow efficiency in operating individual real
estate firms for each proPertv type.rt' For example,
in a small town, sales agents tend to sell all types of
property, whereas in larger metropolitan areas,

there is specialization in proPerty types sold or
managed. A second possibility is that the workers,
includhg management, of the firm believe the di-
versification protects their human capital since
there is less likelihood of a la.voff during down-
turns. In this case, the market is indifferent, but it
would be expected to reflect such insurance cover-
a8e in the firm's compensation structure.

Operational Mana8ement
WRIT seems to concentrate on three principles: low
overhead, trim staff and direct executive involve-
ment in day-to-day and long-range operations.
Kahn is directly involved in weekly operation deci-
sions and is critically involved in all acquisition,
renovation and disposition decisions. Thus, WRIT
resembles a closely held family business with a

strong key manager structure.

Organization Form And CorPorate Govemance
WRIT asserts that it has a better equity cost of
capital because it reduces agency costs between
stockholders and management by having clear ethi-
cal standards and a straight-forward compensation
program for management. For example, manage-
ment cannot benefit from sales or propertv acquisi-
tions or management fees other than salary and
bonuses from normal operations. While this is an
important issue for strategy and governance, all the
important variables in this area are not identified,
and this area needs further research.

Testable Implications
While many aspects of WRIT's strategy seem to
involve clearly acceptable concePts, most are not
testable within a finance frame. Questions as to
management concentration on niche markets and
key manager structures are difficult to identify and
empirically test. Additionally, while finance cannot

34 RE,ar- Es]xrE lssues Augnst 1994 The Washington REIT Strategy: Financing, Investment And Management 11
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the resulting stock can bc widely held. New
chanp;es in the tax code allow USA pension
funds to directly invest in REITs, as they previ-
ouslv were prohibited from doing so. This may
expand the buyer pool significantly beyond Wall
Street and pri\ate investors who have recentlv
renewed keen interest in REITs due to the per-
formance spread tx,er treasuries for good operal
ing properties.

The conversion of real estate portfolio to,r
REIT has an advantage beyond liquefying a pool
of assets. The REIT can preserve an existing
management staff; the group is transferred to
the REIT as the self-directing management
entity.

REITs have significant costs for inrplementa-
tion including due diligence, reporting requirL'
ments and cost of the initial public offering.

Asset Pooling Criteria
If a bulk sale is to be pursued, pooling assets can
enhance the offering's vitatity by broadening ap-
peal to potential buyers and bv segregating assets
into like-type or defined-use clusters to aid in in-
vestment assessments. For exarnple, pools of Real
Estate Owned (REO) and certain performing and
non-performing loans could be groupe'd by geo-
graphic area or building tvpe. Multi-family residen-
tial has sufficiently different characteristics from
other building types to stand alone and could be
concentrated as a separate asset type.

If a portfolio contains a solid concentration of
loans to a single entity, a pool of those loans would
allow focused negotiations with the borrower by
the future investor. Sorting the portfolio by geo-
graphic area and building type, such as industrial,
multi-family and office, would be the first step-
This would be followed by rank ordering by stabil-
ity of cash flow and tenancy and by estimates of
capital investments required including upgrades,
deferred maintenance and probable tenant im-
provement budgets. Certain high qualitv stabilized
assets frequently are deliberately placed in pools to
increase their appeal and smooth out the perfor-
mance criteria.

Pricing Factors And Salability
Derived Investment Value (DIV) is the benchmark
value of an asset. The DIV is based on standardized
discount and valuation factors and originallv was
promulgated bv the RTC to assist in an orderlv
disposition of large scale asset pools.

There are a series of intangible markehng con,-
ponents that impact the sale of pooled assets and
are primarily related to the following factors:

Timing arul nnrkcling with regard to other large
pooled asset sales, with the presumption that
announcement, due diligence and sale dates do

not undulv overlap for like-sized asset pools,
same geographic area or building tvpe.

Irrslilriliorrs nbllity to finnnce se//cr's prirclrnsc or to
partiallv finance portions of asset pools,
broaden significantly the base of investor
groups and could produce higher gross sales.

Salabilitv of the portfolio is really a function of
due diligence performed on the portfolio, rea-
sonableness of product mix, credit rating of the
debtors, equity offerings to be sold against the real
estate and the anticipatt'd secondarv market for
specific pieces of the proposed capital structure.

Due to the current rates of return available on
portfolios, it is likely that many monev managers
will seek to enhance the affectile overall yield of
their earlv in\€stments that rtcre purchased at the
top end of the market. This is true whether the
purchaser is acquiring paper secured bv cash flow
streams or an outright purchase of the entire port-
folio real estate component.

Assessment Of Portfolio Discount
Pricing of the portfolio must first segregate assets
into buckets depending on the hitial business plan
suggested bv management. Once the assets have
been categorized (product type, geographic loca-
tion, participation, contractual maturitv date) cash
flows can be projected based on pre-established
and usually acceptable underwriting parameters.
The primary focus used in today's market is derived
investment value as suggested under the RTC man-
ual and a forecasted cash flow stream. A set of
parameters n'ill give comfort to the potential bidder
as to what may be expected should bankruptcies,
foreclosures, litigation, tenant rollovers and other
negative impacts on financial status affect being
able to pay the loan.

Whether using forecasted cash flows or DIV the
next step is to anticipate tranches in the overall cap-
ital structure to sell the identified portfolio. Assess-
ing the impact of the portfolio discount is a function
of establishing the asset criteria for each bucket in-
cluding defined portfolio yield goals of manage-
ment.

Asset Pool Sizing
Asset pools of $70-$100 million of book value are
preferred by investors. Above $100 million, inves-
tors generallv need to participate with other
groups, and a longer marketing and organizational
period is required. Belou'$70 million, the cost to
prepare a bid often erodes the ability to Senerate a

reasonable return. Splitting off smaller pools of
specific asset types (such as multifamily and
single-family) to specific buyers who have expertise
in those areas (as well as certain other very defined
asset types, such as industrial) are exceptions to
that general principle. Realization of a higher overall

pricing or return behavior? Ho*' do compensation
of REITs differ from traditional firms?

Summary
The research in this article provides a description of
WRIT's financing, investment and management
strategy and indicates areas for analytically testing
of the key components of WRITs strategy. The ef-
fort concentrates on the financing and investment
questions, but indicates that research also is needed
in the areas of management and corporate gover-
nance. Kahn indicates that WRIT'." sirccess is due to
its policies of low debt, growth investment, quality
management, diversification across propertv tvpes,
qualitv propertv selection and commitment to its
investors.

Manv of these contentions arL. not directlv test-
able, bui some of WRIT's tenants of op€ratio; find
support in the management as well as finance liter-
ature. Concentration on niche markets is supported
by the work of Prahalad and Hamel (1990) who
suggest that successful firms pursue areas of core
compentencies and Ehrhardt who (1994) suggests
that firms should concentrate on proiects that sup-
port their strategic goals. Research by Howe and
Shilling (1988) and Capozza and Lee (1994) suP-
ports Kahn's argument that debt may not provide
REITs r.r,ith increased value. Thus, many of Kahn's
arguments are supported bv academic theories and
empirical studies.

REITs, with their rarious forms of operating
companies and compensation schemes, offer a rich
data set for studying valuation effects and gover-
nance forms. If WRIT is correct, straiBht-forward
compensation schemes for management will be as-

sociated with higher equity values for investors.
Additionally, is WRIT right in its approach to rai-
sing equity capital?

Overall, this research has provided an overview
of the strategy and operational philosophy of a suc-
cessful REIT and indicates there is a strong relation-
ship between successful REIT policies and policies
suggested by traditional academic research.
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NOTES
1. lbr detailed analvsis of NAREIT identified REITS, see Clascock

and Huthes (1991). Also se€ Cvourko and Sie8al (199.1) ior a

description of REff retums from 1962 to lql3.
2. While rve reliew thc Iiterature for supFbrt and contradiction of

the various asr,ects of WRITS strategy, we do not explicitll/
consider direct altematives. This is particularlv imporlant in
the issue of low-b-no-debt fxric_v. What, lor erample, is the
altemative strategy? Should firms pursue a maximum debt F)l-
icv? While *.e b€|ie!" that th6e are important questions, this
research is linrited primariiy to a description of WRIT'S strate8y
and geneml research that erists in the literature as well as

future implied Esearch that ril)uld help determine thc tood'
ness of that strategv

3. lior erample, WRIT issued equity at $17 a share in 19)2 $'hich
was 22 times earnings, and Kahn suggests that he has equitv k)
invest at a cost of 1.559i. Of couEa this view ol the cost of
capital ignortss the implicit exFected gror^'th component o[ the
total cost of capital. However, Kahn tells us that lhe low cosl of
equit\'funds in terms of dividends helps the firm to achi€\€ the
needed gmwth in earning and therefore stock price. He be-
lieves that the successful firm obs€r!,ps an interaction between
the cost r:i funds from ihe equity market demanded in lerms of
dividends and the abilitv of th€ firm to achie\'e thp needed
gn:ruth. Tlle interaction is inrportanl in that loraer dividend
requirements aJford the firm necessarv flfiibilitv to achieln

trs\'th. A lirm that cannot demonstrate growth h ill be further
limited by higher dividend requirements fn)m the market-

.l- One of Frank Kahns favorite examples is that of oth€r REITS
that le\eraged si8nificantly during the last business real estate
cycle only to find themselves forced to refinancc during high
interest periods. Kahn argues that such inopportune refinanc-
ing reduces flexibilit_v in bolh managenrent and investmenl
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